Daniel Unsealed, Chapter 7, New Website
First of all, I have a wonderful announcement, and that is my new
website, thirdeaglemedia.com is up and running. So let me mention
that name again because it's a little bit different than thirdeaglebooks:
it’s thirdeaglemedia.com and I will put a link below in the description
box.

And secondly, I want to thank all of you who contributed; without you
this would not be possible and this is an extremely important work.
And although I am not able to thank each one of you in person, I want
to say this: I am adding one rosary to my daily prayers and this is going
to be specifically for those of you who volunteer with my project, with
my ministry, for those who promote my ministry through the free
bumper sticker, and for those of you who contribute financially. All of
you are doing a wonderful work and I am specifically praying that you
will survive through the Great Tribulation; and be very soon you will
understand why that is very important.
And now I want to explain why this website is so very important. Jesus
said: ‘When you see the abomination of desolation spoken of by
Daniel the prophet let him who reads understand.’ However, the
angel told Daniel that his prophecies were to be sealed up. So how can
we reconcile these two statements? How can we read and understand,
as Jesus told us we must do, if the prophecies of Daniel are hidden? If
they are sealed up? If they are under lock and key?
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Well, there is a little disclaimer at the end of what the angel told Daniel;
he said the prophecies would be sealed up until the time of the End,
and we are at that time now, and it is critical that we unseal the
prophecies of Daniel, and that is the purpose of this website. Now don't
expect to read headlines in the New York Times tomorrow that the
prophecies of Daniel have been unsealed. This news is for you, the
Remnant, because you are the ones who are going to survive the
Great Tribulation and you must know how to unseal the prophecies of
Daniel.
Now, I have come to understand, even though I have explained this in
my YouTube videos, you have not been able to read and understand
the prophecies and you cannot read and understand the prophecies of
Daniel in your Bible because the prophecies of Daniel as printed in
your Bible and my Bible are sealed up. They are hidden, so here is
what you must do. You click on the link below in the description box to
my new thirdeaglemedia.com website. When you get there, you click
on "Old Testament Prophets" then "Daniel Chapter 7 vs 1 - 28" and
scroll down to read, first of all, the instructions.
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After you have read the instructions, you click on the red and white
PDF button above the "Instructions" and then you will find a download
arrow and a printer button; you can click on either one.

If you click on the printer, you can print the four pages or just the three
pages, that is pages 2, 3, and 4 which I have in my hand here. You
don't need the first page, that is simply a picture of an angel. Or you
can click on the arrow and the arrow will download the PDF file to your
computer whereupon you can again, print the three necessary pages,
that is 2-4, from your own computer.
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Once you have done that, you will have the three pages, pages 2, 3,
and 4 of Daniel chapter number 7, however, now you are going to be
able to read and understand them because you will reassemble them
according to Daniel's hidden verse structure. This is how Daniel sealed
up his prophecy. As I said before, you cannot read and understand
Daniel as his chapters are printed in your Bible. You must print them
out as I am instructing you and reassemble them. You assemble the
printed pages 2-3; I put a simple cellophane tape down the back. Then
you assemble 3 to 4 with a simple cellophane tape down the back. And
when you have assembled them, you will have three sheets connected
together. This is the only way you can read and understand Daniel.

Next, what I do after I have assembled the three pages, is to attach
them to a piece of cardboard. This is a simple cardboard box like you
might get from the supermarket. This makes them rigid, it makes them
much easier to deal with, to study them and you have to study how
Daniel sealed up his prophecies. And although I can explain the
interpretation and I have on previous programs, it is critical for you to
also read and understand Daniel. Many of my co-prophecies you have
helped me with, you have added to them and I want all of you to do
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this. And you can put your comments below and let me know what you
discover as you read and understand as Jesus told us we must do.
Let's take a quick look at how Daniel sealed up his prophecy in chapter
number 7. This will be just a quick review of Daniel, chapter 7, and how
he sealed up his prophecy because I have explained this before on
previous videos. In verse 6, in verse 17, and in verse 23, Daniel uses
the word ‘four’ two times in each of those three verses and he does not
do that in any other verse. That means those verses must be lined up
and when you do that, you get 6 verses at the top left, 1-6, 6 verses at
the top center, 12 -17, and 6 verses at the top right, 18-23; and of
course, that gives us the number of the Antichrist: 666. Following those
666 verses are two sets of 5 verses: 7-11, and 24-28 and of course
those verses represent Mary's Rosary which is the weapon Jesus will
use to defeat the Antichrist. That's why 5 and 5 verses follow the 666
set of verses, and Daniel verifies this arrangement by having verse 24
follow verse 7.
If you read these, and that is why I have placed an arrow here, in that
sequence, you will see that verse 24 follows verse 7 better than verse
number 8. And the same with verses 8 and 25. Verse 25 follows verse
number 8 better than verse number 9, and the same with these; all
these five verses are followed better by these five verses. This verifies
that Daniel wants you to read and understand these verses exactly as I
have arranged them on this chart.
And so in conclusion, please do not expect to read headlines in the
media tomorrow that Daniel's prophecies have been unsealed. This
information is for you, the Remnant. It is you who must read and
understand as Jesus told us we must do, but you cannot rely on your
Bibles. As Daniel is printed in your Bible and in my Bible, the
prophecies are sealed up and hidden. They are under lock and key.
There is only one way you can unseal the prophecies and that is to
reassemble them according to Daniel’s hidden verse structure.
And please, don't rely on the false prophets. When you see videos on
YouTube or on the Internet or even books that are published about
Daniel, none of them can explain Daniel because none of them know
how to unseal Daniel. Just ask them. Put a comment on their videos:
‘how do you unseal Daniel?’ And since they cannot answer how can
they explain to you Daniel if they cannot unseal the prophecies? And of
course they can't.
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